
Komodo

 08- 14 TH SEPTEMBER 

€ 1.800

CENTER & NORTH ROUTE,
KOMODO DRAGONS &

PADAR ISLAND
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 6 NIGHTS (4 +2)
15 DIVES

KOMODO NATIONAL PARK LAND EXPLORATION

6 NIGHTS

4 nights aboard cruising AND
diving in Komodo Nataional Park.
2 nights (arrival and desaturation
day) in Labuan Bajo in Seaesta
accommodation.

15 DIVES

The plan is to have 5 days of
diving, with 3/4 dives per day. 
Pristine locations with drift, wall,
muck diving, each with unique
encounters with marine life.

EXPLORING 

During our days aboard we will
also touch land to explore the
beauty of Komodo National Park
with Padar Island and of course the  
Komodo Dragons..
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LABUAN BAJO &
KOMODO PARK

Labuan Bajo, located on the westernmost tip of the
Indonesian island of Flores, is a popular destination for
diving enthusiasts. It serves as the gateway to the Komodo
National Park, a UNESCO World Heritage site and one of the
most biodiverse marine regions in the world. 

Underwater world of this reagion is filled with vibrant coral
reefs, an abundance of marine life, and awe-inspiring dive
sites. The warm tropical waters surrounding Labuan Bajo
are home to an incredible variety of marine species,
including manta rays, sea turtles, reef sharks, colorful coral
fish, and even the renowned Komodo dragons.
Our program includes exlporing by land the National Parks
of Komodo Dragons and Padar.









PLAN
08 Sept  > check in day - arrival in Labuan Bajo
Welcome briefing and first night in Seaesta accommodation.

Arrival day, hotel check in, welcome briefing09 Sept  > liveaboard boat check in at 9:30 am
3 dives: Sebayor Kecil / Mauan / Siaba Besar (Night Dive)

10 Sept > 3 dives: Batu Bolong / Manta Point / Batu Tiga

11 Sept > 3 dives : Tatawa Besar / Siaba Kecil / Police Corner  

13 Sept > 3 dives :  Wainilu / Pengah 
2pm arrival at Labuan Bajo harbour. Night in Seaesta on land.

 14 Sept > Goodbyes and departure day

DAY 0

DAY 1

DAY 2 

DAY 3

DAY 4

DAY 5

DAY 6

The dive sites and exact schedule might change due to
weather conditions, currents and wild animal migration. 

12 Sept > 4 dives : Castle Rock / Crystal Rock / The Cauldron /
China Shop (Night Dive)

08 - 14
 SEPTEMBER 

















WHERE IN
LANBUAN BAJO

SEAESTA BOUTIQUE HOTEL



€ 1 800 per person in double room
private room a part

15 dives incl night dive and dive
guide ratio 4:1. Divers Tribe
instructor aboard
4 nights aboard Amalia and 2 extra
nights in Seasta. Double room
accomodation.
On the liveaboard: Full board, water,
soft drinks, post-dive snacks
Stand up paddle-boarding
Land excursions during the
liveaboard on surface intervals i.e.
hiking, dragon trekking, beach
relaxing.



DIVE EQUIPMENT

ALCHOOLIC DRINKS

International flights
Taxi/boat transfers to Labuan Bajo
(can assist with this)
Diving insurance (compulsory)
Travel insurance (compulsory)
Marine Park fees to Komodo
National Park - on site € 110
Alcholic drinks
Diving equipment
Individual room occupancy
Anything not mentioned as included



BOOKINGS

Due to the limited spots for this trip and the high
request, a down payment of 600 € will be asked 
in order to book your spot. 

We are deeply grateful for all of you all.
Can't wait to smile behind a mask with you. 

Sign up here:

https://forms.gle/ojWfVf8kGUTAgedu7



STAY WILD

Parti con noi srl
100% Holidays
Via Cubetta, 41

Colognola ai Colli (VR)

info@diverstribe.com

www.diverstribe.com

 www.100x100holidays.com

+39 340 0084774


